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ABSTRACT

A computerized display has been created for the Experimental
Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) that incorporates information from
plant sensors in a thermodynamic model display. The display is
designed to provide an operator with an overall view of the plant
process as a heat engine. The thermodynamics of the plant are
depicted through the use of iconic figures, animated by plant
signals, that are related to the major plant components and
systems such as the reactor, intermediate heat exchanger,
secondary system, evaporators, superheaters, steam system, steam
drum, and turbine-generator. This display supports knowledge
based reasoning for the operator as well as providing the
traditional rule and skill based behavior, and includes side
benefits such as inherent signal validation.

INTRODUCTION

Improvement in nuclear plant displays has been a goal since
the lessons of the TMI accident became somewhat understood.
Grouping of Critical Safety Function information on the Safety
Parameter Display is representative of one of the major efforts
to provide and present information in a fashion to reduce
ambiguity and operator confusion, hopefully resulting in safer
plant operation.

At EBR-II, upgrading the plant to better accommodate the
operational missions of plant testing has been a high priority.
To assist in plant dynamic testing, and, hopefully to form the
basis for a general control room upgrade, a new display scheme
has been devised using new concepts which are based on the
theoretical work of others, and which use a computer to coalesce
plant data into an animated display system. The display system
includes representation of the plant processes as an animated
thermodynamic model, and, supports skill, rule, and strongly
supports knowledge based behavior.

DISCUSSION

To design a new operator display system for EBR-II, criteria
were considered that include the support of Skill, Rule, and
Knowledge based behavior as suggested by Rasmussen(l). In
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addition, the displays were required to allow "chunking" of
information as suggested by Egan and Schwartz(2), and, hopefully
reduce the "gulf of evaluation" and, potentially the "gulf of
execution" as suggested by Hutchins, Hollan, and Norman(3).

Searching for a better display rationale led to
consideration of the ideas of Beltracchi(4) for a thermodynamic
display which seemed to provide the basic ingredients for display
improvement that allows reasoning from first principles.
Accordingly, a display scheme was generated for EBR-II which, to
the extent that instrumentation is available, represents a top
down design starting with the thesis that a nuclear power plant
is a heat engine. As a result, the top-level display depicts the
plant process from heat source to heat sink, providing animated
polygons that represent the energy flow from the reactor, through
the intermediate heat transport loop, to the steam system, and
the ultimate output in the form Of electrical energy (Fig. 1).

A thermodynamic display, if properly constructed, should
allow the operator to determinef by inspection, that the energy
created by the reactor is properly transported and utilized.
Knowing the status of energy transport is a top level function
(conservation of energy), and provides the information to allow
an operator to reason about the plant processes from basic
thermodynamic principles.

The EBR-II display is, in some ways, more simple than an
equivalent display would be for an LWR because of the sodium
coolant for the reactor and secondary systems. Because the
boiling point of sodium is about 860 degrees C (1618 F.), there
is no need "to accommodate the possibility of two phases of the
sodium in the display for the primary and secondary systems.

The primary, or reactor cooling loop, is represented by a
four sided polygon (Fig.l) with point 1 being the inlet
temperature of the sodium to the reactor, point 2 is the outlet
temperature, point 3 the inlet temperature to the intermediate
heat exchanger (IHX), and point 4 the outlet of the heat
exchanger. The data points move vertically on the computer
screen according to the temperature as displayed relative to the
temperature scale at the left of the screen. In this fashion,
simple inspection shows that the primary coolant is moving the
heat generated in the reactor to the IHX.

The secondary sodium loop uses a similar approach to the
primary loop. Point 5 is the inlet temperature to the IHX
(secondary side), point 6 is the outlet temperature, point 7 is
the inlet temperature to the superheaters, point 8 the outlet of
the superheaters, 9 is the inlet to the evaporators, and 10 is
the outlet temperature from the evaporators. Again, each of the
points moves according to the temperature as input from the
system thermocouples.



In the steam system, the icon is different from those of the
primary and secondary systems because the system is dealing with
a two-phase fluid, water and steam. To provide for a faithful
representation of what is actually taking place in the system,
the temperature-entropy diagram was chosen. By observing the
various points along the temperature-entropy diagram, the true
state of the water-steam can be determined at any point in the
system by the operator. This determination does not require
reference to steam tables, a virtual requirement if the system
were to operate outside the normal pressure-temperature
relationship that is known to the operator from training.

The steam system, point 11 is the temperature of the water
in the hotwell of the main condenser. Point 12 is the
temperature of the water in the steam drum. There are no
temperatures for the feedwater heaters because of a lack of
instrumentation available for the plant computer. Consequently,
a straight line is attached to the hotwell temperature and to the
steam drum feedwater temperature points. When the feedwater
heaters are properly instrumented, the performance of each of the
4 heaters can easily be monitored. Point 13 is the temperature
of the steam as it leaves the steam drum. Point 14 is the
temperature of the steam leaving the superheaters, and point 15
is, again, the hotwell temperature.

Other information is provided to "round out" the information
needed for operator surveillance. Reactor power, as provided by
nuclear instrumentation is provided digitally, as is power
derived from heat balances for the prinuiry, secondary and steam
systems. In addition, two moving bar graphs, one representing
the reactor power in percent, and the other reactor flow in
percent are displayed. Power and flow in EBR-II should always be
matched, or the flow should always be equal to or greater than
the percent power. Additional information includes the water
level in the steam drum and the condenser hotwell, the drum
pressure, and the electrical output of the generator.

An indicator of excess reactivity is also provided. At
steady state, the net excess reactivity for the reactor should be
zero, and the indicator will be colored green with a text message
stating "steady state". If the excess reactivity in the reactor
changes to positive, the indicator changes to red and states
"power increasing". If the net excess reactivity is negative,
the indicator changes to a brown color and states "power
decreasing". This indicator is provided from a computer
calculated value of excess reactivity. A threshold setpoint is
used to change the indicator.

Several advantages are gained from the display that may not
be immediately obvious. For example, if a sensor were to fail of
those that drive the polygon patterns, a trained operator would
easily detect the failure and know that it was a sensor failure
and not a process change. This is the case because a trained
operator would realize that the energy flow had not been changed



(by observation of the pattern before and after the failed
sensor), therefore, the sensor has to be bad. This featur-
provides sensor analytic redundancy by human inspection.

The display takes advantage of the human capability of being
especially good at pattern recognition. Others have designed
esoteric patterns from plant signals to take advantage of this
human trait, however, the fact that patterns are related to plant
thermodynamics in a direct sense provides "chunking" of important
top level information to the operator. Information chunking is a
process described by Egan and Schwartz(2) where large "chunks" of
information are imparted to a human based on familiarity with and
perception of patterns. A trained operator who understands the
thermodynamics of a plant can easily and quickly "chunk"
information relative to plant status.

The top-level display, as described, provides a significant
overview of the plant performance with all important performance
parameters displayed in context. It is also obvious that
operators require more detailed information about systems and
components, especially when the process shows a problem. The
graphics system is designed so that "paging" down is possible
with a simple mouse click. The second level displays provide
information as appropriate. For example, there is further
thermodynamic information to be had in the secondary sodium
system than that shown at the top level. Therefore, the
secondary systeir. display (Fig 2) is a thermodynamic related
display.

The bar-graphs of the secondary system display represent
inlet and outlet temperatures of the secondary system components
including the IHX, superheaters, and evaporators. Using the
display, thermal performance of each of the major components in
the secondary system can be known simply by inspection.

For the primary system, the thermodynamic information for
the system was already shown on the top-level display, therefore,
the primary system display is a conventional P&ID type display.
The display system allows the operator to move down the display
hierarchy to monitor detailed component performance in the
system. A "mouse-click" on a component in the second-level
display then changes the display to a component-level display.

With this display system, it is believed that the operator
will continue to be trained on plant thermodynamic interaction on
a continuous basis by the display itself. The general procedure
today is for the operator to review plant thermodynamics for the
qualification and requalification exams, with the usual retention
loss. This display system should allow application of knowledge
of thermodynamic principles to operating decisions.

SUMMARY



A display system, specifically designed to provide a nuclear
plant operator with the information needed to make decisions
based on first principles has been designed for EBR-II. The
display system follows a true top-down approach beginning with
the thesis that a nuclear plant is a heat engine, and therefore,
the top-level display should include full visualization and
animation of the conservation of energy for the plant.

The animation of plant thermodynamics presents the operator
with certain well defined patterns relating to system
performance. The patterns are easily perceived by a trained
operator,- resulting in the capability to "chunk" large quantities
of plant performance information from the machine to the human
operator. This capability should reduce the gulf of evaluation,
and, by providing immediate feedback on any control action (in
context with the rest of the plant functions) the gulf of
execution should be reduced as.well.

The results of this effort should provide the operator with
sufficient information to develop correct contingency actions
when off-normal plant situations occur for which procedures are
not available (knowledge based behavior). The displays also
easily support procedural based behavior as well, which is the
normal mode for nuclear plant operation.
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